One Approach - Browse Broad Subjects
i.e. Government and Politics
Then under Government and Politics > Prohibition (1920-1933) and there are 273 documents available
Then you can 1) scroll through the 273 documents. 2) Search within the documents (upper left). 3) Browse within ...(toolbar across the upper center) - or 4) Look at Topics related to Prohibition (along the right).
Or browse the **A to Z Index** for events, places, names, policies.
i.e. “N” and then “New Deal (1933 – 1939)”
Again, one can scroll through the documents --- Search within the Documents – or go to the Topics related to New Deal, listed on the right.
Also browse by Personal Names, Act Names, Geographic Names, etc. Also note that one can access maps on the various topics (a notation from the subject entries will like to available maps)
Or use the separate U.S Serial Set Map Database to find maps related to your topic.